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This Whitepaper is intended for informational purposes only and to present the Oz Token (OZT) to
potential holders and buyers of OZT. The information is not exhaustive and does not imply any
elements of a contractual relationship. The sole purpose of this Whitepaper is to provide relevant
information onOZT and Project Oz.

1.0 Legal Disclaimer

1.1 Disclaimers onWhitepaper Information

This Whitepaper is intended to provide readers with general information and
documentation only. You should not consider any information in the Whitepaper as
legal advice, business advice, financial advice, immigration advice, tax advice, or
professional advice of any sort. Any actions motivated by or based on the contents of
thisWhitepaper are taken at your own risk.

This Whitepaper is not intended as a solicitation of any security or investment. The
sender of this communication shall not be liable for any investment decisions based on
the contents of this communication.

1.2 Translations ofWhitepaper

Versions of this Whitepaper may contain translations of the English version.
Translations are provided only as an aid to readers. In case of any conflict between the
English and the translated version of this Whitepaper, the English version shall take
precedence. If you discover any discrepancies, please report them directly to us at
support@ozliving.com.

1.3 Risks in Acquiring / Holding OZT

Holders of OZT and/or other digital assets acquired from or through Oz Living
Services Inc. or any of its affiliates (“Oz” for brevity), or the exchanges on which OZT
are listed, should expect prices and values to fluctuate widely and unpredictably. The
buyers should understand that OZT and/or other digital assets obtained through Oz
or the exchanges on which OZT are listed can lead to total loss of money and/or value.
There is no deposit insurance available or other protection available for OZT.

Holders of OZT may also not be able to recover the value of OZT if Oz suffers from a
cybersecurity hack, or enters insolvency, bankruptcy, dissolution, liquidation, or other
similar proceedings.

Holders of OZT may also not be able to recover the value of OZT in case of material
adverse events affecting Oz or the industry in which Oz operates, as well as the
possibility of government actions that could impact the value of OZT. Material
adverse events could include, but are not limited to, economic recessions, natural
disasters, pandemics, regulatory changes, and similar events. Government actions
could include, but are not limited to, changes in laws and regulations, taxation policies,
and sanctions.

Holders of OZT should be aware that these risks are not exhaustive, and that there
may be other risks and uncertainties not known or identified by Oz at this time that
could adversely affect the value of OZT. In addition, past performance is not



necessarily indicative of future results, and the value of OZT may fluctuate
significantly and could becomeworthless.

The purchase and use of OZT must not be done speculatively. OZT could be affected
by emerging technology, including but not limited to, quantum computing, advances in
cryptography, artificial intelligence, etc. These technological breakthroughs could
result in security breaches and/or theft.

1.4 Tax Obligations

Users are solely responsible to determine what, if any, taxes apply to transactions
made with OZT and trades or transactions conducted through Oz. The owners of or
contributors to Oz are NOT responsible for determining the taxes that apply to
transactions made with OZT or trades conducted throughOz in any jurisdiction.

Oz does not condone, encourage, or knowingly facilitate tax evasion in any form, or in
any jurisdiction.

1.5 NoWarranties

All content, data, resources, and services provided in this Whitepaper and on Oz are
provided “as is”, without warranties of any kind.

1.6 Limitation of Liability

Unless otherwise required by law, the owners of and/or contributors to this
Whitepaper and the Oz platform shall not be liable for loss of data, loss of profits, loss
of use, or any damages, forfeitures, and violations connected with the information
contained in thisWhitepaper or on theOz platform.

1.7 Token Sale

Regulators examine companies and procedures associated with cryptocurrencies and
digital assets. Anyone intending to acquire OZT must be mindful that both Oz’s
business model and the information in this Whitepaper may alter or require
modifications as a result of emerging regulatory and/or compliance requirements
from any jurisdiction.

Under these circumstances, anyone intending to acquire OZT understands that
neither Oz nor any of its subsidiaries and/or affiliates shall be held liable for any loss
or damages caused by such changes.

This Whitepaper is provided for your information only and under no circumstance should OZT be
considered an investment and, although the Oz team will, to the best of its ability, proceed with the
project as described on thisWhitepaper, unforeseen circumstances might cause the project to change,
or end altogether.

OZT can at no time be considered an official, or legally binding, investment of any form. Purchasing
OZT is done at your own risk. Acquiring OZT carries various risks, including the risk that Ozmay not
be able to fulfil the described roadmap. Before acquiring OZT, you should carefully consider the risks,
expenses, and benefits of purchasing OZT and if necessary, obtain independent advice in this regard.
Any interested individual who is not in a position to accept or understand the risks associated with the
activity, including any risk related to the non-fulfilment of the roadmap, or any other risks as indicated
in the Whitepaper, should not acquire OZT at any stage. OZT purchases are final and non-refundable.
OZT are not securities and do not have a particular value outside theOz platform and its affiliates.



2.0 Introduction

Oz is a project that began in 2019 to address systemic problems that the cryptocurrency
industry is facing today, and as an effort to change the way that cryptocurrencies are designed
and developed.

Our efforts go beyond blockchain technology, but also holistically at creating a blockchain
project that has regulatory foundations, and redefining how tokens derive value.

In order to build Oz, the Ponzi-like tokenomic structures that define the cryptocurrency
markets today will have to be abandoned. Oz believes that the value of its tokens should be
determined by the use of its token. Usage of the token increases the scarcity of the token, and
that in turn determines value. To achieve that, Oz has decided to embrace “scarcinomics”, a
tokenomic structure derived from the scarcity of the tokens taken out of circulation through
the use of the core utility (www.scarcinomics.org). In so doing, OZT, the native token of the Oz
blockchain, derives its value from demand for the use of the token, and not through market
manipulation by market makers in exchanges. (for more information on scarcinomics, please
visit the Scarcinomics Foundation’s website, www.scarcinomics.org)

OZT’s core utility is in the delivery of a service. Oz provides the following services:
● Asset Protection;
● Privacy Protection;
● TaxOptimization;
● And Residency Benefits.

Users can either pay fiat for these services, or partially offset the cost of these services by
staking OZT tokens. OZT tokens have no other functions.

Oz provides all these services with something no other project has: Solid Regulatory Footing.
We spent a good part of the past couple of years of development working with governments,
lawmakers and lawyers to create our project. In order to deliver on Oz’s core utilities, Oz
works with Special Economic Zones (“SEZ”s).

SEZs are geographically demarcated areas within countries that are setup to attract foreign
direct investments (“FDI”). More often than not, SEZs can adopt investor-friendly laws, rules
and regulations in order to attract FDI. Our first participating SEZ, which Oz calls Open
Zones, is the Freeport Area of Bataan (“FAB”) in the Philippines. Starting from RA11453 in the
Philippines, to the Implementing Rules and Regulations (“IRR”) of the FAB, Oz has spent many
years of effort in ensuring that Oz has the regulatory footing to provide utility to the Oz
community throughout the world.

3.0 TheOZT Ecosystem

3.1 Token Utility

OZT tokens can be staked to offset the costs of purchasing packages offered by Oz
Living. Oz Living provides the following services:

● Asset Protection
● Privacy Protection
● TaxOptimization
● Residency Services

Oz Living provides the following services legally, by providing various packages from
time to time that achieves the results as stated above. The packages will change from

http://www.scarcinomics.org


time to time to reflect changing regulations, legislations and practical realities on the
ground.

For example, Oz Living offers a Global Asset Protection & Philippine Permanent
Residency Package for US$150,000. This package can be obtained by staking
US$100,000 worth of OZT tokens and paying US$50,000. The tokens that are staked
are unlocked after 6 years and returned back to the user. The user is then free to sell
the tokens on cryptocurrency exchanges, or on to people who are keen on using the
tokens to get the services that Oz Living provides.

Oz Living will continue to build packages according to demand and provide innovative
new packages that our community can use. Oz Living Packages are reflected in the
website (www.ozliving.com) and will change from time to time.

3.2 OzWallet

Oz has developed a secure and user-friendly centralized cryptocurrency wallet that
allows users to store, manage, and stake their cryptocurrencies called the Oz Wallet
(https://wallet.oz.finance).

Key Features:

TheOzwallet offers the following features and functionality:

● Multi-Currency Support: Besides our OZT token, the Oz wallet supports a wide
range of cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other major altcoins.

● Staking: Our users can stake their OZT tokens on our platform to access Oz
Services.

● User-Friendly Interface: Our wallet has an intuitive and easy-to-use interface,
making it accessible to both novice and experienced cryptocurrency users.

● Secure Storage: We use industry-standard security measures, including
multi-factor authentication and encryption, to protect our users' assets.

● Instant Transactions: Our wallet enables fast and efficient transactions, allowing
users to send and receive cryptocurrencies with ease.

4.0 TheOZT Token

The OZT token is a utility token, that when staked, will be used to obtain the services of Oz
Living.

4.1 Overview

Token Name: OZT

Technical Standard: BEP-20

Token Supply: One Billion (1,000,000,000)

Can beMinted: No. Fixed Supply.

http://www.ozliving.com


Can be Staked: Yes.

OZT can only be used in the Oz Wallet, where it must be staked in exchange for the
partial payment of Oz Packages. The amount of OZT tokens that can be staked for
each of the Oz packages may differ from package to package and may change over
time. Kindly refer to www.ozliving.com or https://oz.finance or the Oz Wallet for the
details of each package.

4.2 OZT Pricing

The price of OZT for the exchange of utility is displayed transparently in theOzWallet
and is determined by a formula that is driven by demand for staking packages. The
formula is available to all and will be displayed as a calculator in the Oz Wallet. Oz
users can determine the price of each OZT with the onboarding of every staking
package taken up.

The OZT token price is based on scarcinomics. A simple way of understanding the
relationship between scarcity and price is that the more a token is used, the less
tokens are available, and thus the price of all remaining tokens would go up.

The formula to determine the price of eachOZT is:

T Staked / T Supply
= OZTCurrent USD Price

Genesis USD Price

OZT is a fixed supply token that is limited in supply. When a person stakes OZTs, he
locks up the tokens for 6 years, thus taking the supply of OZTs out of circulation.With
reduced supply, each subsequent buyer will have to pay slightly more for it. When the
OZTs are unlocked and released back into supply, the price of the tokens will come
down accordingly. The relationship between supply and price is determined by a
mathematical formula and independent from cryptocurrency exchanges.

The US$ value of OZT tokens are reflected at any point in the Oz Wallet. This price
will be what is used to determine the number of OZT tokens that need to be staked
for each package. The price of OZT is determined by the number of tokens locked up,
and thus not available in the market. Every time someone comes and purchases a
staking package and locks up their tokens, tokens are taken out of circulation and thus
become scarcer. The price of each OZT is then adjusted up by a formula. The number
of tokens that are staked are transparently displayed in the wallet.

OZT tokens sold on Oz’s Wallet will be directly linked to staking packages. The user
cannot purchase OZT tokens on the Oz Wallet that is not staked immediately. Small
amounts of OZT tokens are only available in the cryptocurrency exchanges that OZT
will be listed on.

What about the Exchanges?

We would still be listing OZT tokens on the cryptocurrency exchanges. The price of
OZT in the cryptocurrency exchanges are determined bymarket forces andmay differ
from the price of the tokens displayed on our wallet. For the purposes of accessing our
token utility, the price of OZT in our wallet will be the reference price. Users who
purchase OZT on the exchanges can also stake their OZT in the wallet for the token
utility should they choose to do so.

http://www.ozliving.com
https://oz.finance


Purchase of OZT on our wallet at the price of delivery of the utility will be strictly for
use only, i.e. OZT tokens purchased in our Oz Wallet will be staked immediately for
one of the staking packages. It will not be possible to purchase any quantity of OZT
tokens from the wallet without staking them.

As the staking packages available are for 6 years, the price of OZT reflected in the
cryptocurrency exchanges would be an expectation of the OZT price in 6 years’ time.
Should the price of OZT reflected in the cryptocurrency exchange be below the price
reflected in the Oz Wallet, any rational player in the market who is seeking the utility
of the token would purchase the tokens in the cryptocurrency exchange, and transfer
the tokens to the Oz Wallet for staking, therefore bringing the price of OZT up to
parity to theOzWallet.

Extrapolated Graph for Price of OZT/No. of Residents

Price Simulation AssumingOZT tokens are not unlocked yet
Key assumption: Every resident stakes US$100,000worth of tokens.

Price of OZT onOzWallet at Key ResidentMilestones:

Resident
No.

Token Price Resident
No.

Token Price Resident
No.

Token
Price

0 $0.10000 500 $0.16491 2,500 $1.2197
10 $0.10100 1,000 $0.27196 3,000 $2.0085
100 $0.11052 1,500 $0.44850 5,000 $14.841
250 $0.12841 2,000 $0.73964 10,000 $2,202.64

Price Simulation on Impact of Unlocking of Tokens, Increasing Token Supply After 5
Years.
Assumption: There are 2,150 Residents at the point where the 1st Resident’s OZT
tokens get unlocked and put into themarket for sale.

Price Per Token@Resident 2,150without Unlocked Tokens = US$0.85940
Token Supply @ Resident 2,150without Unlocked Tokens = 116,358,921



Price Per Token@Resident 2,150with Unlocked Tokens from Resident 1 =
US$0.85208
Token Supply @ Resident 2,150with Unlocked Tokens from Resident 1 =
117,358,921

Difference in Price = US$0.00732 (0.8%)

4.3 Current Oz Packages

These are the current Oz Packages available. Please note that Oz Packages change
often and the prices of Oz Packages can differ from time to time. Governments
around the world are constantly adjusting residency by investment criteria and
conditions and Oz will adjust our packages accordingly. It is important to secure your
packages as you see something that fits your needs.

* Please note that packages indicated in the Whitepaper might be out of date as the
Whitepaper is not refreshed regularly. Please visit our website www.ozliving.com or
https://oz.finance for the latest details.

4.3.1 Global Asset Protection & Tax Optimization + Philippine Permanent
Residency Package

Price: US$150,000 ($100,000worth of OZT staked + $50,000 payment)

Our Global Asset Protection & Tax Optimization Structure sets you up with
an Irrevocable Trust, a licensed Trustee, and a Single Person Corporation in
our Free Trade Zone (The Freeport Area of Bataan).

The Philippine Permanent Residency gives you and your family (legal spouse
and any children under the age of 21), the right to live and work anywhere in
the Philippines, for as long as you want to, with no minimum stay
requirements.

All your tokens staked are unlocked and made available in your wallet at the
end of 6 years. You are able to sell all of your tokens and still maintain your
structure and residency.

To find out exactly how our Global Asset Protection & Tax Optimization
Structure can help you protect your assets, your privacy and your tax bill,
legally, please set up a FREE consultation with any of our consultants at
support@ozliving.com.

4.3.2 Global Asset Protection & Tax Optimization + Philippine Permanent
Residency + Spain Renewable Residency Package

Price: US$350,000 ($100,000 worth of OZT staked + $250,000
payment)

Our Global Asset Protection & Tax Optimization Structure sets you up with
an Irrevocable Trust, a licensed Trustee, and a Single Person Corporation in
our Free Trade Zone (The Freeport Area of Bataan).

The Philippine Permanent Residency program gives you and your family (legal
spouse and any children under the age of 21), the right to live and work

http://www.ozliving.com
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anywhere in the Philippines, for as long as you want to, with nominimum stay
requirements.

The Spain Renewable Residency program allows you to live and work in Spain.
From Spain, you can live and work in any part of the European Union. You
have to stay a minimum of 183 days per year and not spend more than 3
months consecutively overseas in order to qualify for renewing your
residency in 3 years’ time. After 5 years of residency, you qualify to apply for
permanent residency and after 8 years, you qualify to apply for citizenship.
Our Spain Renewable Residency Program will also provide you with
US$2,500 per month in passive income.

All your tokens staked are unlocked and made available in your wallet at the
end of 6 years. You are able to sell all of your tokens and still maintain your
structure and residency.

To find out exactly how our Global Asset Protection & Tax Optimization
Structure can help you protect your assets, your privacy and your tax bill,
legally, please set up a FREE consultation with any of our consultants at
support@ozliving.com.

4.3.3 Global Asset Protection & Tax Optimization + Philippine Permanent
Residency + Greece Residency Package

Price: US$400,000 ($100,000 worth of OZT staked + $300,000
payment)

Our Global Asset Protection & Tax Optimization Structure sets you up with
an Irrevocable Trust, a licensed Trustee, and a Single Person Corporation in
our Free Trade Zone (The Freeport Area of Bataan).

The Philippine Permanent Residency program gives you and your family (legal
spouse and any children under the age of 21), the right to live and work
anywhere in the Philippines, for as long as you want to, with nominimum stay
requirements.

The Greece Residency program allows you to live and work in Greece. From
Greece, you can live and work in any part of the European Union. You have to
stay in Greece a minimum of 183 days per year to maintain your residency.
After 9 years, you qualify to apply for citizenship. Our Greece Residency
Programwill comewith property in Greece worth US$250,000.

All your tokens staked are unlocked and made available in your wallet at the
end of 6 years. You are able to sell all of your tokens and still maintain your
structure and residency.

To find out exactly how our Global Asset Protection & Tax Optimization
Structure can help you protect your assets, your privacy and your tax bill,
legally, please set up a FREE consultation with any of our consultants at
support@ozliving.com.

4.3.4 Tax-Optimized Corporate Setup + Token Issuing Regulatory Cover +
Exchange Listing Package

mailto:support@ozliving.com
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Price: US$45,000 ($20,000worth of OZT staked + $25,000 payment)

The Freeport Area of Bataan (F.A.B.), in which Oz is based, can provide
companies dealing with cryptocurrency regulatory cover to issue tokens and
a base of operations. We are also aligned with GlobalTradeX, the licensed
digital asset exchange of the F.A.B, where your tokens can be listed for
fundraising and liquidity purposes. Setting up in the F.A.B. also provides your
company with a 6 year tax holiday, whereby you pay zero (0%) taxes, a 15 year
tax subsidy, during which you only are subjected to a low tax rate of 5%.

4.4 FutureOz Packages

With Oz, the sky’s the limit. We are constantly innovating and finding the best
possible structures and deals for our residents, and keeping ahead of the curve.

Should you have any countries that you would like residencies in, or if you have certain
unique requirements that is in need of a bespoke, customized package, we are happy
to work on that together with you. Please contact us at support@ozliving.com for
more opportunities and available packages.

4.5 OZT TokenDistribution

The bulk of the tokens in Oz are retained for utility purposes.

6.0 TheOz Team

Oz’s team was selected for their specific skills that contribute directly to Oz’s core utility and
roadmap.

mailto:support@ozliving.com


EugenioM. Gonzalez “Jin”, Chief Architect
Industry and Enterprise Blockchain Ecosystem Expert

Jin has 6 technology startups and 2 successful exits in the past 22
years. Jin was the Director for Blockchain implementation at the
largest digital bank in the Philippines, UnionBank. He formulated the
bank’s digital asset strategy and led the bank’s cornerstone DLT
projects which included Blockchain-enabled Cross border and
Domestic Remittance, Philippine Stablecoin, and Exchange Acquisition,
among others. He also led multiple industry building initiatives which
included the banks nationwide DLT training program, Blockchain
project compliance, and SEC and Central Bank industry discussions on
DLT policy. On behalf of the bank, he set up the Distributed Ledger
Technology association and sat as its Executive Director until 2021. Jin
is the founder of Oz.finance and the Co-founder of GlobalTradeX, the
exclusive exchange of AFAB.

LimHui Jie “Hui Jie”, Chief Technology Advisor
Blockchain Technology Enterprise Development Expert

Hui Jie is the youngest Executive Director of a listed company at the
London Stock Exchange. He is recognized for enterprise technology
applications with a focus on artificial intelligence, data, cybersecurity,
and blockchain. He has developed and launched more than 96 use
cases for blockchain technology across a wide range of industries over
the past 3 years. He specializes in developing complex blockchain
based applications for primary regulators and top tier banks.

Vincent Choy “Vince”, Chief EcosystemArchitect
Ecosystem and Enterprise Blockchain Architect Expert

Vincent has designed and participated in the development of over 20
top tier blockchain projects in the past 5 years. He has also advised
various technology related businesses in over 33 countries across a
spectrum of industries including energy, sustainability, fintech, and
blockchain technologies. Vince specializes in blockchain ecosystem and
strategy development designing simple to complex token ecosystems.
Vincent is the founder and current Chairman of the Blockchain Center
of Excellence and Education.

Jonathan Shek, Chief Ecozone Advisor
Ecozone Infrastructure and Financing Development Expert

Jonathan specializes in ecozone financing and has extensive experience
in project finance, property development, project management, civil
engineering and venture capital in China and Southeast Asia. Jonathan
has advised more than $10 billion of investment transactions in
Southeast Asia, including managing the tender for the
multi-billion-dollar investment into Kyauk Phyu Special Economic Zone
inMyanmar as well as other landmark projects.



GlennDeGuzman “Chuck”, Chief Legal Advisor
Ecozone and Gaming Legal Expert

Chuck obtained his Juris Doctor (JD) from the Ateneo School of Law in
2007 among the top of his class. He has over fourteen years’
experience in mergers and acquisitions, corporate, tax, international
and securities law focused on capital markets, fintech and gaming.
Chuck currently specializes in Ecozone regulations and policy
development, Gaming regulation and policy development, International
Corporate structuring, and other relatedmatters.


